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Lesson plan for Programme of Reginal Education in High Schools in Katowice
Class 1, 1x45 min.
Lesson plan 1.

TOPIC: KATOWICE - A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE
Objectives - student:
• knows and names the landscapes and monuments of their city
• can take and discuss a photograph taken by them
• can list the most important landmarks in their district, Katowice
• can prepare a photo exhibition
Methods: individual work, speeches, conversation
Means: photo presentation, photo exhibition; multimedia board or monitor,
mobile phone or camera required for classes
The course of the lesson:
1. Students had 2 weeks to take a photo of their city. The aim of the
lesson is to create an exhibition showing Katowice in photos taken by students.
Students label their work (4-6 photos) and send the teacher / to the e-mail
address, google disc, Messenger /. The method of production is optional:
analogous, digital, using filters, black and white, color. The teacher gets
involved in the activities.
2. The teacher displays the collected photos of the students on the
monitor. Individual students go to the center of the room and discuss their
work.
They pay attention to, for example, the place of execution, time of execution,
plans: 1, 2, background, lighting, composition, colors of the photo. They discuss
the photographed place, name objects, districts, people.
They comment on why they chose this photo, why it is important to them,
what emotions it evokes in them. Why did they give it such a title.
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In addition: students can prepare information about photographed places,
buildings, facilities, parks - this way they enrich the knowledge of their city and
share their knowledge with their classmates.
3. After the presentation, we talk about Katowice: what are they, what
epithets can they describe, what they become for us, what are our
photographs.
Various terms may appear: in this way we show the diversity of our city, its
identity as seen through the lens of a young person.

4. We choose the most interesting works together. After developing the
photos and signing them / title, author / we make an exhibition of photos in
the school corridor entitled My Katowice. This is how a map of friendly,
interesting and characteristic places appears. Students get to know the city
together, gaining additional knowledge about important places and buildings.
The reflections and emotions of students created during the activity become
important. The lesson ends with an exhibition that can be shown to parents,
other students, teachers and guests during school celebrations. We can also
present the works on the school website or in social media.

The lesson is conducted annually in class 1.
Our exhibition in the profile of school Fb prepared 4 years ago:
https://www.facebook.com/Oxford.Katowice/photos/pcb.1267492353385327/
1267490596718836
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